
Cross-Cut® Nozzle Technology 
Nordson Model A7A color-change valves deliver fast 
and reliable color-change performance for improved 
productivity and maximum operating efficiency. They 
respond to pneumatic signals and feature a carbide ball 
and seat for positive shut-off and long service life when 
used in abrasive coating applications. The A7A valves 
can also be used with custom-designed manifolds.

Simple, cost-effective conversion to  
air-assisted airless

Air-Assisted Airless Module for A7A Spray Gun

Benefits of Air-Assisted Airless Spray 
• Operation at lower fluid pressures.

• Pattern control of individual guns on the line.

• Ideal for catalyzed materials where heat cannot  
be used.

• Less air entrapment with waterborne coatings.

High-demand applications such as steel drum finishing 
may be improved with the addition of air-assisted airless 
(AAA) spray technologies. A module allows finishers to 
cost-effectively convert their existing Nordson A7A airless 
spray guns to air-assisted airless spray.

The A7A air-assisted airless module can be installed in 
seconds. Simply replace the A7A nozzle and nozzle nut 
with the AAA module and connect the air supply. The 
module includes a new air cap which accepts Nordson’s 
Cross-Cut® spray nozzles. To convert the gun back to 
airless spray, just replace the AAA module with the A7A 
nozzle and nozzle nut.

Air-assisted airless technology can atomize higher 
solids fluids for increased flexibility with both heated and 
unheated systems. And since the AAA module is designed 
for ease of installation and removal, you have the added 
flexibility of two spray technologies with one spray gun.

A7A Spray Gun with AAA Module

The A7A air-assisted  
airless module can be 
installed in seconds.
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Why choose Nordson
In highly competitive manufacturing markets, productivity is  
vital and performance is essential. That’s why we apply both  
to everything we do, whether it’s our products, expertise  
or outstanding customer service. We’ll always be there to  
help maintain the new standards you’ve set, with expert  
service and support delivered through our teams working  
across the globe.

This unique Nordson approach helps you reach new levels 
of production, while working more accurately, efficiently and 
competitively than ever. Precisely why manufacturers who 
demand quality, can rely on Nordson.
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